Introduction

Something is wrong with the internet today. Companies like Facebook, Google, Ebay, Paypal and numerous others make billions of dollars every month. It’s estimated that Facebook alone had 1.55 billion active users in the third quarter of 2015. Yet, the users don’t see a dime from the billions of dollars that these companies make.

Don’t you think the users who helped built the company should be rewarded for this? Don’t you think companies sharing their wealth is a normal thing to do in this greed-driven society we have created?

A company with 1.55 billion active users has the power to make a change in the world. It has the power to become an example for its users and enlighten people about the power of sharing to create a better future. Yet, this doesn’t happen so it’s time for a paradigm change, a radical one.

Therefor I want to introduce you to Startpeeps.com, the social platform part of the “Start Network” that wants to help create this change, and help YOU make more money for doing what you already do every single day on various sites!

How?

➔ Recreating popular sites and share the income
➔ Reward people for their social activity
Create money to secure your future!

Yes you have read that right, we will actually leverage the power of new technology to recreate the way people think about money and the internet in general.

This will probably be one of the most dangerous, yet innovating reports you’ll ever read, but if you read carefully and understand the potential to become one of the pioneers of this new way of thinking, you’ll reap the rewards tremendously, that’s a guarantee.

And as any intelligent person knows:

“You can’t create a new future by building upon the mistakes of the past.”

What we’ll do is enable the 1.55+ billion people that are already connected to create their own destiny and wealth by doing nothing more than making a simple mental switch. How that will happen is something you can read about in this report.
The Social Platform That Shares Revenue

Before I explain to you how securing your future will work exactly, let me elaborate on the main system we have put in place.

StartPeeps.com

The main website of our network will be Startpeeps.com, the social network that will reward you for your activity.

The rewarding of social activity will be 3-fold:

- Daily login bonus = earn each time you log into Startpeeps
- Social activity bonus = Earn when you post and be social with friends and family and create groups and pages
- Referral bonus = Earn for referring people to Startpeeps

So you won’t have to do anything special in order to earn on our site, all that is required is to use Startpeeps the same way you use Facebook and you will earn!

PS: You won’t earn pennies a day as on some other sites, we’re talking about a life-changing revenue stream as I’ll explain in full detail later on.

The Start Network And How You’ll Earn

As I already mentioned, a company like Facebook earns billions of dollars every month and keeps it all for themselves, and we will change that.

But that’s not all!

We are building a complete network of sites that will generate revenue and share it with the users of Startpeeps.com!

But how do they make money?
Here’s an overview:

➤ **Startpeeps.com**

Our social network will make money the same way Facebook makes money, through advertisements placed on the site. I’m sure you have noticed the ads on Facebook already and every time you visit a page and view an ad they make money!

How does Startpeeps earn?

Initially we will sell ad space on a cpm basis meaning we get paid a certain amount of money for every 1000 impressions on the ad. All ad sales will completely go to paying out members on Startpeeps for their social activity.

➤ **Startpeepsmarket.com**

Micro-jobs marketplaces have become very popular the last couple of years. Offering cheap services to other people is a great way to make some extra money, plus as everybody in the Start Network will earn, you’ll have tons of potential buyers.

How does Startpeepsmarket earn?

The same way as the most popular micro-job marketplace Fiverr.com, for every $5 sold on the site they keep $1 for themselves. We will entirely share this with members of Startpeeps as a reward for their social activity.

➤ **Startrevshare.com**

Startrevshare is our advertising and revenue sharing company that enables members to earn up to 150% cashback on their purchases. The concept is fairly simple: Members buy ad packs, and as the
company earns the members get paid back their money plus a 50% bonus to make some good cash.

How does Startrevshare earn?

In order to pay back the cashback, we sell additional advertising products on the site itself, and plan to add a paid-to-click system so advertisers can get guaranteed traffic to their site. Whatever profit SRS makes will be used completely to pay members of Startpeeps as a reward for their social activity.

➡️ Startpeepsforum.com

Our forum will help people to learn about internet marketing. If you know the Warriorforum was sold in 2014 for about 3.2 million dollars you can be assured that a popular forum can generate some good revenue.

How does the Startpeepsforum earn?

As the Warriorforum we’ll also have a marketplace where members can advertise their products. On top we’ll have an option to buy fixed banner ads in the header, footer and sidebar of the forum to generate extra revenue which will be used entirely to pay out Startpeeps members for their social activity.

➡️ Startcouponcodes.com (currently in beta)

Everybody likes to get a discount when buying something right? On our coupon codes site you’ll be able to get a discount in your favorite shops. Plus it’ll help to increase the amount members of Startpeeps earn!

How will Startcouponcodes earn?
In order to view the coupon, members need to click a special link which leads them to the shop they want to buy the product. The member will see the coupon and get the product at a reduced price and we earn a commission for referring somebody to the shop. This commission will be used entirely to pay members on Startpeeps for their social activity.

➤ Startsearchengine.com (currently in beta)

As our user base on Startpeeps grows, we’ll introduce our very own search engine like Google or Bing. We are currently developing the spider to make it just as powerful as the other big search engines, and an additional revenue stream for the Start Network. Who will search in Google or Bing if you can do the exact same thing on our own search engine and help the community right?

How will Startsearchengine earn?

The same way Google and Bing earn, through advertising displayed along the search results. These companies make billions of dollars every month, and we’ll simply share this revenue with members of Startpeeps.com!

**The Future Of The Start Network**

As you see we have currently 3 websites in our network which are fully operational, and 2 websites who are still in beta and which will be released soon.

The goal is fairly simple: Expand the network of sites and increase revenue so members can earn more!

Some additions that will be added in the future are:

➤ Advertising platform such as Gogle Adwords Or Bing Ads
➤ Marketplace like Ebay or Etsy
- Payment gateway such as Paypal or Payza
- Affiliate platform such as Clickbank or Jvzoo
- Landing page software such as Clickfunnels or Leadpages
- Many more...

The sky is literally the limit! One by one we will replicate existing businesses, promote it to our huge user base at Startpeeps and share the revenue they generate with all of our members.

And here’s the thing: People already use these sites!

When I was referring to the mental switch everybody needs to make, this was it. Fairly simple isn’t it? 😊

Slowly but surely we’ll reclaim the internet from the big corporation, and turn one of the wonders of the world into what it was destined to be: A platform to create a better world!

**Creating Money**
Now here is the key to our entire concept. This is what will make this concept a life-changing event for whoever is reading this report right now (which includes YOU obviously).

Instead of paying Startpeeps members in dollars, we have created our own currency called “Adzcoin” or short “ADZ”.

ADZ is a cryptocurrency similar to Bitcoin which is a peer-to-peer currency which is decentralized.

If you want to learn more about bitcoin, just read the wiki page here.

So what’s different about Bitcoin and Adzcoin?

- There are 84 million Adzcoins available
- 50% will be distributed over a 6 month period to members of Startpeeps as a bonus
- 50% of the coins can be mined

The main thing that stops Bitcoin from reaching mainstream attention is the fact that it’s not that easy to get Bitcoins. You either need to buy them using a fiat currency, or trade them on exchanges in order to use them.

Adzcoin will solve this problem once and for by distributing free coins to Startpeeps members, so EVERYBODY can earn Adzcoins forever, helping the coin grow exponentially.

**Massive Earning Potential**

Praise yourself lucky to read this report RIGHT NOW because you are on the forefront of something huge. You just earned a seat on the front row of a major event because there’s no way than up for Adzcoin the way we have structured the business model.

Just take a look at the rise of Bitcoin over the years:
As you can see, the value of 1 Bitcoin went from less than 1 penny to almost $1000 in a 4 year span, and currently is worth about $450 at the time of writing this report.

Sure there are some heavy fluctuations, but that’s normal for a new form of currency. The main thing to understand here is that the initial value was less than a penny, and remains pretty steady at the moment in the $100’s range.

Now that’s a massive increase don’t you think?

Here are some reasons this is inevitable

⇒ The amount of coins is limited
As the amount of users grows and with the knowledge there are a limited amount of coins available, scarcity becomes a factor and the price increases.

➤ More infrastructure built

Another main factor is people using the coin as a method of buying and selling products. As you have seen, our main goal is to create Adzcoin-only platforms where people can spend and earn Adzcoin. More users on these platforms means higher Adzcoin value.

➤ Easy Introduction To The Coin

Everybody who joins Startpeeps will not only have a wallet, but will have more Adzcoins in his wallet every single day! It’s the perfect way to make a cryptocurrency go mainstream, which will inevitably make the coin rise in value.

➤ Easy Growth

Startpeeps is the perfect platform to grow the Start Network which will help the coin grow in value. The sign-up process is very simple, and the invite-only system has been proven to be a very effective marketing method to make the concept go viral, which is so easy these days. 😊

So as you can see, everything is set up to make Adzcoin a big success and make it increase in value over time.

So how does this benefit you?

Just take a look at this:
As you can see, getting in early is as if you win the lottery, and who can deny Adzcoin isn’t on the same path as Bitcoin was about 5 years ago.

Plus, you can acquire it FREE On Startpeeps.com!

As I already mentioned, the next 6 months we will be given away millions of Adzcoins to users of Startpeeps as a bonus as we grow our network of sites. So just make sure to:

- Log in daily to get your free bonus
- Invite your friends and family to Startpeeps to earn referral commissions
- Post interesting content and share it with your friends and family.

This way you’ll be able to earn 1000’s of coins the coming months securing your future!
IMPORTANT: Make sure to keep your coins and don’t sell them too early and/or use our other sites to grow our network and usage of the coin. Every little bit will help to establish Adzoin as a major player in the cryptocurrency world.

**Conclusion**

If you’re not familiar with cryptocurrencies and internet marketing in general this might be a bit much to sink in. So let me make a little recap of what we have here, after all, a simple straight to the point overview will give you a better idea about the potential.

- **Startpeeps.com** is a social network that rewards users with free Adzcoins for being active on the site.
- Millions of coins will be given away for free the first 6 months, and afterwards the revenue of a network of sites will be shared with Startpeeps members.
- Make sure to earn as much Adzcoins as possible as the price remains low the first weeks/months, and keep them in your wallet and/or use them to buy products or services on our network of sites to help the entire community.
- Optional: Buy some additional Adzcoins whenever the price remains below $5, you’ll be able to multiply your money as scarcity kicks in and our network of Adzcoin-only sites expands.

That’s it! A solid and super easy plan to secure your future.

After all, you don’t need to do anything special except for making that mental switch and use the sites in our network instead of the big corporate websites that keep all the money for themselves.

So why not just Bitcoin?

If you’re going to research the concept of Startpeeps and Adzcoin, I can already envision what the Bitcoin fanatics will say:
“Why not just use Bitcoin and create another cryptocurrency?”

The answer is very simple:

➔ We can give away free Adzcoins making it easy for people to acquire a lot of coins fast. And that’s the main reason Bitcoin has such a hard time to go mainstream, as it’s impossible these days for people to mine coins. Our concept will ensure everybody can earn a lot of coins initially, and keep on earning a lot of coins as our network of sites and revenue grows. 😊

So what are you waiting for?

Are you ready to earn 1000’s of Adzoins and secure your future?

Are you ready to become one of the pioneers of a concept that has the potential to change the world forever?

Then join Startpeeps.com now and watch your coins grow, invite your friends and make that mental switch I keep referring to, it’s easier than you think! 😊

JOIN STARTPEEPS NOW
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Do you want to get started inviting your friends and family to Startpeeps to earn more coins?

The best way to do that is to show them exactly how it works, so you can simply use this report and give it to them for free!

As you know, the referral program runs 3 levels deep, so if your friends and family refer members to Startpeeps you’ll earn from them too!

That’s why it’s important people understand the full potential of what we are doing. Referring friends and family will make them thank you for doing so forever! 😊

Here you can download the PDF and Word version of the report:

>>> Download the report here (Word Version)

Or you can simply share your referral link with your friends and family. You can find the referral link in the second icon in the top menu bar starting from the left as you can see here:

Good luck!